Forward masking of the auditory nerve neurophonic (ANN) and the frequency following response (FFR).
The forward masking behavior of two averaged neurophonic responses was examined in cats. The auditory nerve neurophonic (ANN) was recorded with bipolar electrodes placed on the auditory nerve as it exits the internal meatus. The frequency following response (FFR) was recorded using scalp electrodes placed at the vertex and below the stimulated ear. Masking functions (response amplitude vs masker level) for frequencies both above and below the probe frequency were recorded. From these masking functions, 30% iso-depression contours (forward masking tuning curves, FMTCs) were constructed. The time course of the recovery from forward masking was also examined. It was found that the forward masking behavior of these neurophonics have many similarities to the behavior of other responses recorded using psychophysical and physiological methods. However, forward masking of the ANN and FFR has a number of unusual features. First, the best masking frequency (BMF), which in most forward masking studies is equal to the probe frequency, can be off-set from the probe frequency by as much as an octave. Second, the masker level at BMF can be as much as 30 dB below the probe level. Third, the magnitude of both of these off-sets is a function of the probe level. Fourth, low level neurophonic response could be enhanced by some forward 'maskers'. The features of neurophonic forward masking are discussed and a model of the neurophonics is suggested. This model is based on the spatial distribution of phase and amplitude in the phase-locked activity in the auditory nerve and it can qualitatively account for many of the properties of the neurophonics.